
 

 

Fall/Winter Collection 2023/2024 

Highlights 
 

In a context in which communication is increasingly focused on the theme of "sustainability", we repropose, further 

expanding the range, the "ECOTEC" fabrics which are made with pure or blended cotton yarns, from recycled clothes’ 

manufacture scraps, with the addition of virgin cotton to enhance spinnability and forming of a new blend and new 

spinning. 

These yarns are Grs certified and the fabrics "Ecotec" certified. 

Since the frayed cuttings come from colored fabrics, there is a range of colors to draw from and then weave the 

various items; subsequently the fabrics are only wet and finished with the various appropriate treatments. 

The range contains single jersey, elastic jersey, plain, striped and striped by “striper”, pique and others with variable 

weights. 

There is no shortage of jacquards, openwork jacquards and various works. 

We have also expanded the series of basic fabrics made with Bio Gots yarn, such as various single jersey, fleece and 

interlock made with twisted and gassed piece-dyed;  a “Bio”, therefore,  of high quality. 

Still on the topic of sustainability, there are articles made with cotton yarn partly Bio-gots, partly with recycled Grs 

cotton, which we have called "bio-recycle". 

As always, in the winter collection, we propose mixed and 100% wools, both with historical items and with new ones. 

Some new "cloth with border" (teli con bordo) is re-proposed, to remind us that we have this technology, which is not 

common for continuous fabrics. Shine and gloss for women's clothing, both stretch and non, is present in a cashmere 

blend. 

The patented “aercor” series made up of fabrics spaced by weaving effects , with uncommon characteristics of 

volume, thermal insulation and at the same time, maximum breathability, includes new items with wool, viscose, 

polyester and a new series of small jacquards in various compositions. Instead of using fabrics coupled / glued with 

neo / moltoprene or other kinds of artificial materials, with the subsequent problems of transpiration, the "aercor" 

series allows bulkiness while maintaining comfort and volume too. 

          The painful part of a winter collection, where the weights are more consistent, considering the current 

international situation of increased costs never seen in recent decades, lies in the consequent prices of fabrics, which 

have never been so high and fluctuating. 

We cannot remedy our-selves, we can only hope that in the future better conditions will be created and that a fair 

market balance will be restored. 

 

 
                             … and much more you will find in discovering our main themes: 



 

       

 

              EXCLUSIVE: Elegance and Value 

 

In the pursuit of sobriety and elegance 

Value yarns and style research. 

 

 

 

                                         

                                                 

                                               FREEDOM: the beauty of freedom.. 
 

 

                                        

 

 

Added value Sportswear. 
 

 

 

                                            PERFORMANCE: The “ready to dye 

 

 

                                           

                                   

 

 

The “ready to dye “ division is supported by more than 

50 fabrics sell in “stock  service”, shown  in every 

collection  and every season enriched by new proposals. 

Most of our cotton fabrics belonging to the other 

collections’ themes may be used for this purpose too 

 

 

 



THIN: The thinnest.....         
 

                                                               
 

                            The products made out of very thin yarns by very thin knitting  needles,  offer an  excellent cover up and 

consistency with exiguous weights. Belonging to this series are fabrics stretched or not, made out of 

natural  fibers so far as synthetic and artificial fibers. The versatile “Thin” series includes cottons, viscose, 

micromodal, polyammide and polyester ,which can easily find their applications within underwear, 

shapewear, performance/technical sportswear and   fashion garments. 
 

FANCY: Design and colour.. 

                                        

 

 

 

 

 

                                       

 

                                                            

 

 

 

                                                       Eco-recycle: Sustainibility and Recycling 

                                                                                                                                            

                                                       

                                

        

                                                                                                                                                    

          

             

                                                                                                                                                           

 

 


